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Chips urethane porous materials usage is known in the automotive industry as spacer function
mainly or stiff porous barriers in hybrid stiff insulators, using both resin based or thermoplastic
based binders, with injected foam as poroelastic spring traditionally. The switch from thermoset
resin binders to thermoplastic PET bi-component fibers makes the material 100 % recyclable
and improves drastically the poroelastic spring vibro-acoustic properties. Indeed, hybrid stiff
insulators or under carpet insulators are thus feasible with 100 % usage of this thermoplastic
chips urethane based recycled material called Polyfoam T used for both stiff absorbing barriers
and poroelastic spring functions.

Transformed in one shot processes, these innovative hybrid stiff insulators presents excellent
mechanical decoupling properties even at high densities above 150 kg/m3 and up to 300 kg/m3

typically. This is particularly interesting in these one shot thermoforming processes where low
thickness areas may exist due to complex package management (available space) in the automo-
tive industry. As these low thickness areas are the poorest performing areas of the insulators, a
Transmission Loss improvement of more than 7 dB in average compared to traditional porous
injected or thermoformed materials improves drastically the insulator performance allowing fur-
ther weight reduction while keeping the recyclability advantage even for the End of Life Vehicles
phase.
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1. Introduction

The automotive industry is entering now a new era with a very fast growing electrification as well
as ambitious sustainability goals. Beyond new environmental regulations discussed at the European
Union level, most OEMs have set up internal recyclability goals which goes up to 40% recycled
polymers (plastics) entering the manufacturing processes. Regarding the recyclability, the End of
Life Vehicles (ELV) EU directive under revision for 2022 stipulates up to now that a minimum of
85% weight per vehicle should be reusable and/or recyclable and that a minimum of 95% weight
per vehicle should be reusable and/or recoverable. This is this latter value and particularly the exact
meaning of recoverability that is particularly targeted by the new upcoming ELV EU directive. This
means that innovative Noise Vibration & Harshness (NVH) products should not only come from
recycled or renewable resources but also that the final NVH parts should be 100% recyclable after a
potential separation phase.

This former statement implies that thermoset binding should be avoided and thus that thermoplas-
tic binding should be generalized whenever the working temperatures enable it [1]. This issue is easily
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solved here for recycled polyurethane (PU) chips by using CoPET bi-component fibers, which makes
the Polyfoam T material up to 80% recycled and 100% recyclable. Within the hybrid stiff family
hard porous layer / impervious layer / soft porous layer, the first challenge of this acoustic study has
been to define one shot processes for more efficient lay-ups with heavier recycled impervious barriers
and mass localization. The second challenge has consisted in quantifying precisely the -20% average
weight reduction brought by the chips urethane material bound with bico fibers for both hardness
(static compressibility) and acoustic Insertion Loss whenever used as poroelastic spring in shape [2].
Indeed, the NVH performance proved to be density dependant with a huge improvement of more than
7 dB in average for high densities typically occurring at low thicknesses for thermoforming processes
above 150 kg/m3 and up to 300 kg/m3.

2. Chips urethane recycled raw material

The recycling process and raw material Polyfoam T blank manufacturing can be described as
follows. A first anti-bacterial and anti-fungal decontamination step is carried out on the recycled used
PU mattresses. Then, a shredding process in order to get the recycled PU flocks followed by a mixing
step with bi-component fibers takes place (cf. Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Mattresses shredding (left) and PU flocks with PET bico mixing (right)

The resulting chips urethane mixture is then airlay carded as well as calandered and thermofixed
in a hot air oven. Final chips urethane blanks are thus obtained after a last cutting step (cf. Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Airlay carding & thermofixing (left) and chips urethane blanks cutting (right)

3. Poroelastic spring vibro-acoustic properties

The recycled chips urethane material used as poroelastic spring presents the advantage of dras-
tically increasing the insulation performance for the low thicknesses (high densities). Indeed, the
cotton felt material becomes very hard above 200 kg/m3 up to 300 kg/m3 with Young’s modulus
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Figure 3: Polyfoam T Insertion Loss small cabin measurements at low thicknesses

between 1E6 Pa up to 1E8 Pa progressively depending on the binder percentage and nature, whereas
the Polyfoam T made of chips urethane coming from shredded used mattresses remains below 5E5
Pa with an optimal percentage of Co-PET bi-component fibers (density 260 kg/m3)... Fig. 3 shows a
measured Insertion Loss improvement of 7 dB in average compared to an injected foam 58 kg/m3,
which remains relatively soft at 5 mm thickness with Young’s modulus below 1E5 Pa, proving that
the increased density is thus favorably contributing here, as well as the strongly increased airflow
resistance. The comparison with the super hard cotton felt as poroelastic spring does not make sense
(thus not reported here) and would be highly in favor of the still soft highly compressed Polyfoam T
material anyway [3]... This 7 dB Insertion Loss improvement result is much better than the mass law,
knowing that the mass per unit area of the heavy layer is 3.5 kg/m2 here.

4. Chips urethane based dash insulator

For manufacturing a Hybrid Stiff dash insulator, the chips urethane blanks are then superposed
depending on the targeted acoustic lay-up, heated with contact heating and thermoformed in a cold
mold with air pressure in order to compress the top hard absorbing layer thanks to the PET film pres-
ence in sandwich (cf. Fig. 4). The originality of this one shot process lies in the thickness relaxation at
temperature of the Polyfoam T material, enabling strong compression during the heating time which
allows to speed up the overall cycle time.

Fig. 5 presents recomposition Insertion Loss results of the lower area of a dash insulator coming
from measured database every 5 mm and a thickness 3D map. For this lower area, the acoustic
principle remains a mass-spring system with a contributing or not contributing insulating or absorbing
carpet. Indeed, the insulating carpet with its hard felt backing and its glued lower film brings the mass
of the total carpet as if it were an heavy layer in the middle and high frequency range [5]. The latter
enables a further weight reduction beyond poroelastic spring Polyfoam T vs. injected foam instrinsic
decoupling properties resulting in a 7 dB improved global recomposed Insertion Loss in the high
frequency range.

Fig. 6 shows the recomposition results in the Noise Reduction sense, meaning Sound Pressure
Level difference in (dB) between two cavities of 1m3 coupled by a 1m2 panel covered by an in-
sulating and absorbing trim. The Noise Reduction NR is computed following this equation NR =
TL+ 10 ∗ log(A), with TL being the Transmission Loss (dB) and A the absorption area (m2) close
to the diffuse field absorption coefficient of the noise treatment technology here. Compared to the
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Figure 4: Hybrid Polyfoam T one shot process

Figure 5: Hybrid Polyfoam T Hi-perf lower area: Insertion Loss (dB)

ABA Absorber/Barrier/Absorber reference (already) lightweight technology, the Hybrid Polyfoam T
Hi-perf one shot presents the advantage of delivering absorption everywhere on the part leading to a
higher absorption area in the high frequency particularly due to the limited coverage of the polyester
(PET) felt of less than 50 %.

In order to increase the absorption in the middle frequency range, a solution consists in using also
an ultra-soft highly compressible PET felt out of the available thickness CAD of the insulators (with
a tuned AirFlow Resistance nonwoven on top). Therefore, this ultra-soft PET felt will be locally in
interference with components behind the Instrument Panel (up to 70 % or 80 % of the total PET felt
thickness) like the HVAC air-conditioning unit or glove box for example etc... The latter added middle
and high frequency absorption allows an additional weight reduction from - 8 % globally on the dash
insulator part down to - 15 % for this Hybrid Polyfoam T Hi-perf Ultimate technology beyond the
good decoupling properties of the chips urethane material.

5. Chips urethane based floor insulator

As mentioned earlier, the chips urethane material used as poroelastic spring enables not only a
weight reduction regarding acoustic Insertion Loss performances behind barriers but also regarding
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Figure 6: Hybrid Polyfoam T Hi-perf upper area: Noise Reduction (dB)

hardness (static compressibility) particularly requested for under carpet insulator applications. Even
against thermoplastic felt at relatively low densities between 50 kg/m3 and 150 kg/m3, the - 15 %
to - 20 % weight reduction is happening for both aforementioned characteristics. For high densities
above 150 kg/m3 up to 300 kg/m3, the acoustic performance differences are even larger allowing
even further weight reduction.

For the 2.5D chips urethane under carpet prototyped in the vehicle using a large blank and small
local patches, the weight reduction has been above - 20 % with 1,2 kg saved globally for the under
carpet insulator. As shown Fig. 7 the reciprocal airborne transfer functions at vehicle level are even
better in the high frequency range with 1 dB to 2 dB improvement despite this strong weight reduction
thanks to both the mentioned good decoupling properties as well as switch from an absorbing carpet
to an insulating one keeping anyway nice absorption properties with the carpet with a hard under felt
backfoiled.

Figure 7: Polyfoam T under carpet: reciprocal airborne transfer functions
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6. Vehicle acoustic measurements on a four wheels chassis dyno

The chassis dyno acoustic results for the final prototype state show equivalent or better results in
the middle and high frequencies up to 1 dB in average for all microphones. This performance tends to
increase to 2 dB for the rolling noise contribution due to the very good performance of the insulating
carpet combined with the Polyfoam T light poroelastic spring.

This good performance of the carpet is confirmed by the microphones close to the footwell with
up to 3 dB improvement there for all configurations with an Articulation Index improvement of up to
8 %.

7. Conclusion

Beyond its one shot competitive process, the Hybrid Polyfoam T concept (without PET felt op-
tionally) presents the additional advantage for the hard absorbing barrier layer to be easily charged
with solid inclusions in the volume up to 30 % while maintaing a good absorption [1] or powdered
below backfoiled here for even higher equivalent masses [6], in order to increase the overall Trans-
mission Loss and thus address upper segment vehicles (so-called Hi-perf versions).

With superior middle and especially high frequency acoustic global performance within actual
available spaces, the Hybrid Polyfoam T Ultimate insulator with its ultra-soft PET felt is thus partic-
ularly adapted to electric or hybrid electrified vehicles with easily tunable acoustic performances and
good mechanical stability.

The sustainable 80 % recycled and 100 % recyclable chips urethane material used as poroelastic
spring allows thanks to its maintained softness an excellent low thickness high density performance
even above 150 kg/m3 and up to 300 kg/m3 versus injected foam or cotton felt (which is even worse
at these densities). This chips urethane based green insulator has proven here to be very efficient for
2.5D under carpet applications with a - 20 % weight reduction which could go even further with a
3D process allowing an even more precise localized density control.
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